
Year 5

MAPPING THE SKILLS ACROSS THE CURRICULUM



Expected 

Outcomes

ICT Curriculum Digital Competence Framework

Year 5 -

Strong 

Passwords

1. Create strong, 

effective 

passwords

2. Understand 

common 

expectations in 

relation to being 

good digital 

citizens

3. Identify 

strategies for 

dealing with 

‘spam’

4. Reflect on the 

importance of 

using citations 

when accessing 

online sources of 

information

5. Consider the 

power of digitally 

altered images

They use the 

internet/related 

technologies safely in 

accordance with given 

guidelines. (L4) Pupils 

discuss and begin to form 

opinions about some of 

the issues raised by the 

use of ICT and internet 

safety. (L4) They use the 

internet/related 

technologies safely in 

accordance with given 

guidelines. (L4) Pupils 

send and receive 

information 

electronically, with 

support. (L4) Pupils have 

opinions about issues 

raised by the use of ICT 

and know the dangers 

associated with misuse of 

the internet/related 

technologies. (L6)

Strand: Citizenship               Element: Identity, image & reputation (Year 5)

Talk about the impact that the digital content created can have, e.g. think critically 

about the information shared online; be aware of appropriate and inappropriate text, 

photographs and videos and the impact of sharing these online

Explain why it is important to discuss their use of technology with an adult, e.g. discuss 

aspects of positive and negative reputation

Create and use secure passwords, e.g. apply characteristics of strong passwords.

Strand: Citizenship               Element: Health & well-being (Year 5)

Understand the advantages, disadvantages, permissions and purposes of altering an 

image digitally

Understand how and why photographs can be altered digitally.

Strand: Citizenship               Element: Digital rights, licensing & ownership (Year 5)

Cite all sources when researching and explain the importance of this, e.g. create simple 

lists for the referencing of digital and offline sources; discuss rights and permissions 

associated with this

Understand that photographs can be edited digitally and the rights and permissions 

associated with this.

Strand: Citizenship Element: Online behaviour & cyberbullying (Year 5)

Demonstrate appropriate online behaviour and apply a range of strategies to protect 

themselves and others from possible online dangers, bullying and inappropriate 

behaviour, e.g. turn off comments on digital media, block users; know how to deal with 

and report inappropriate content and misuse.



Expected Outcomes ICT Curriculum Digital Competence Framework

Teacher’s 

Notes



ELEMENT
Identity, image and reputation

With increasing independence learners are 
able to:

talk about the impact that the digital content 
created can have, e.g. think critically about the 
information shared online; be aware of 
appropriate and inappropriate text, 
photographs and videos and the impact of 
sharing these online

explain why it is important to discuss their use 
of technology with an adult, e.g. discuss 
aspects of positive and negative reputation

create and use secure passwords, e.g. apply 
characteristics of strong passwords.

Citizenship
Year 5

ACTIVITIES

See Computing Unlocked  - Digital 
Literacy Strand – Year 5 - Strong 
Passwords & Picture Perfect: 
completion of these modules will 
discuss topics of digitally enhanced 
images and creating secure 
passwords.



ELEMENT
Health and well-being

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

understand the advantages, 
disadvantages, permissions and 
purposes of altering an image digitally

understand how and why photographs 
can be altered digitally.

Citizenship
Year 5

ACTIVITIES

See Computing Unlocked  - Digital 
Literacy Strand – Year 5 - Strong 
Passwords & Picture Perfect: 
completion of these modules will 
discuss topics of digitally enhanced 
images and creating secure 
passwords.



ELEMENT
Digital rights, licensing and 
ownership

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

cite all sources when researching 
and explain the importance of this, 
e.g. create simple lists for the 
referencing of digital and offline 
sources; discuss rights and 
permissions associated with this

understand that photographs can be 
edited digitally and the rights and 
permissions associated with this.

Citizenship
Year 5

ACTIVITIES

See Computing Unlocked  - Digital 
Literacy Strand – Year 5 - How to Cite a 
Site. Completing this module will cover 
the topics needed. This can then be 
used in any subject where children are 
required to research information.



ELEMENT
Online behaviour and 
cyberbullying

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

demonstrate appropriate online 
behaviour and apply a range of 
strategies to protect themselves 
and others from possible online 
dangers, bullying and 
inappropriate behaviour, e.g. turn 
off comments on digital media, 
block users; know how to deal 
with and report inappropriate 
content and misuse.

Citizenship
Year 5

ACTIVITIES

See Computing Unlocked  - Digital Literacy 
Strand – Year 5 - Digital Citizenship Pledge; 
Completion of this module will discuss topics 
such as staying safe online and acceptable 
behaviour.



Our Digital 
World

Expected Outcomes ICT Curriculum Digital Competence Framework

Year 5 -

Network 

Know how 

1.Identify the component parts of a computer 

and understand what they do 

2.Define a ‘network’ and understand how 

networks operate

3.Understand what Binary code is

4.Understand how ‘memory’ in computing 

terms has evolved and why, and understand its 

impact on e-safety/data protection

They recognise the 

different parts of a 

computer system. (L1) They 

recognise the implications 

of using networks.

These outcomes are not covered in the 

DCF.

Teacher’s 

Notes:



ELEMENT
Communication

With increasing independence learners are 
able to:

exchange online communication in one or more 
languages, making use of a growing range of 
available features, e.g. when e-mailing, use 
search function, manage contacts

show an understanding of the advantages and 
disadvantages of different forms of 
communication and when it is appropriate to 
use each, e.g. explain when video conferencing 
may be more appropriate than e-mail, and visa 
versa; explain the pros and cons of using instant 
messaging in social contexts; talk about purpose 
and audience.

Interacting and collaborating
Year 5

ACTIVITIES

Children can communicate with a 
partner class using TWO of the 
following: emails, a class blog or 
video conferencing to explain their 
work. Have children discuss why 
some methods of communication 
could be better than others.



ELEMENT
Collaboration

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

work with others to create an 
online collaborative project for a 
specific purpose in one or more 
languages, sharing and 
appropriately setting permissions 
for other group members, e.g. 
editing, commenting, viewing.

Interacting and collaborating
Year 5

ACTIVITIES

See Computing Unlocked – Our Digital 
World Strand - Year 4 - What a Wiki 
World - Children have the opportunity to 
collaborate with others in the class or in 
another school to complete a project on 
any topic. Children could research a 
topic and share information with others.



ELEMENT
Storing and sharing

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

back up files to a second or third 
storage device, e.g. removable 
storage device, network drive

search for a specific file

upload files from a local drive to 
online storage.

Interacting and collaborating
Year 5

ACTIVITIES

Ensure that children save their work 
after each lesson involving digital media. 
Opportunities to back up work using 
cloud based storage. Children can also 
upload saved work into J2E or Scratch 
online editor.



Multimedia

Expected 

Outcomes

ICT Curriculum Digital Competence Framework

Year 5 - Our 

choices: our 

projects!

1. Make an 

informed 

choice 

regarding the 

use of 

appropriate 

software 

2. Generate 

success criteria 

and evaluate 

their own and 

their peers’ 

work 

They combine a variety of 

information and media when 

creating, refining and 

developing their own ideas 

and information. Their 

presentations are fit for 

purpose and meet the needs 

of their intended audience. 

(L5)

They search for and select 

information from a range of 

sources, considering 

relevance, plausibility and 

accuracy (L5)

Strand: Producing   Element: Creating

Learners are able to:

Combine a range of multimedia components to produce an 

appropriate outcome in one or more languages

Create, collect and combine a range of text, image, sound, animation 

and video for selected purposes.

Strand: Producing   Element: Evaluating and improving

Learners are able to:

Explain reasons for layout and content of own work, e.g. evaluate the 

presentation for audience and appropriateness

Comment on reasons for layout

Invite feedback/responses from others

Create groups and share work between them to allow review of work.

Teacher’s 

Notes:

N.B. The multimedia strand of Computing Unlocked is essentially a 

cross curricular set of modules aimed at teaching the relevant skills 

contextually. All of the modules can be delivered as a lesson within your 

current theme/topic as all of them demand the use of content to facilitate 

the teaching of the skill



ELEMENT
Planning, sourcing and searching

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

create a written plan using a 
template provided

adjust keywords and search 
techniques to find relevant 
information; begin to reference 
sources used in their work; consider 
if the content is reliable, e.g. find 
information using accurate terms, 
use a range of sources to check 
validity and understand the impact of 
incorrect information.

Producing
Year 5

ACTIVITIES

See Computing Unlocked – Multimedia Strand 
Year 5 - Our choices: Our projects - Children 
will need to plan and research information for 
their projects. This could be based around any 
subject or topic of their choice

Children could research holiday destinations, 
prices, flight times etc. Children would need to 
be specific in their search criteria and use a 
variety of sources. After collecting the 
information children could write an itinerary, 
citing the websites/companies used.



ELEMENT
Creating

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

combine a range of multimedia 
components to produce an 
appropriate outcome in one or 
more languages

create, collect and combine a 
range of text, image, sound, 
animation and video for selected 
purposes.

Producing
Year 5

ACTIVITIES

See Computing Unlocked – Multimedia Strand 
Year 5 - Our Choices: our Projects - Children will 
be required to create a film using a variety of 
software/apps. This project could be around 
any topic or theme of your choice.

Children could create adverts for a given 
product. Children would need to use the skills 
they have learnt through Computing Unlocked 
to choose suitable apps/software to create 
adverts.

Note: Computing Unlocked suggests: Dragons 
Den (Victorian Inventions); school prospectus 
welcome pack; an overview of the terms topic; 
News report on a recent event.



ELEMENT
Evaluating and improving

With increasing independence learners 
are able to:

explain reasons for layout and content 
of own work, e.g. evaluate the 
presentation for audience and 
appropriateness

comment on reasons for layout

invite feedback/responses from others

create groups and share work between 
them to allow review of work.

Producing
Year 5

ACTIVITIES

See Computing Unlocked – Multimedia 
Strand Year 5 - Our Choices: our Projects 
- Children will be given the opportunity 
to review and justify each others work. 
Children could record why they selected 
each app and how it was used effectively
or not.



Expected Outcomes ICT Curriculum Digital Competence Framework

Year 5 –

Scratch Some 

More

1.Creating Variables

2. Creating advanced 
conditional statements

3. Creating functions

4. Develop game design 
& presentation skills

5. Develop problem 
solving & debugging 
skills

6. Plan, create, evaluate 
& analyse games

They combine a variety 

of information and 

media when creating, 

refining and developing 

their own ideas and 

information. Their 

presentations are fit for 

purpose and meet the 

needs of their intended 

audience. (L5)

They create their own 
models or simulations 
and investigate the effect 
of changing data. (L5)

Strand: Data & Computational Thinking                         

Element: Problem Solving & Modelling (Year 6)

Learners are able to:

demonstrate how programs or processes run by 

following a sequence of instructions exactly and in 

order

demonstrate how an algorithm is useful for 

representing a solution to a problem through 

testing

understand that changing instructions can affect or 
even terminate a process, e.g. moving instructions 
around in a program could produce unexpected 
outcomes or cause the program to fail altogether.

Teacher’s Notes:



ELEMENT
Problem solving and modelling

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

design simple sequences of 
instructions (algorithms) including 
the use of Boolean values (i.e. 
yes/no/true/false), e.g. within the 
algorithm, demonstrate the 
correct use of Boolean values 
giving an either/or response.

Data and computational thinking
Year 5

ACTIVITIES

See Computing Unlocked 
Programming Strand  -Year 5- Scratch 
Some More

Children can use J2E branching tool 
to classify organisms. For example, 
identifing species/genus of an 
animal, Identifying a tree from its 
leaves etc. 



Data Handling

Expected Outcomes ICT Curriculum Digital Competence Framework

Year 5 – Data 

Analysts

1. Identify effective 

examples of databases

2. Create a database 

with a given number of 

Fields and Records and 

input data

3. Sort data fields into 

ascending/descending 

order

4. Interrogate a database 

to find information.

They use ICT to select relevant 

information from a range of given 

sources, recognising that poor 

quality information and data yields 

unreliable results. (L4) 

Pupils begin to check the validity of 

data. They add and amend records 

in databases. (L4) 

Pupils create their own databases 

and search or sort on more than 

one field to follow particular lines 

of enquiry. (L5)

Strand: Data & Computational Thinking                         

Element: Data & Information Literacy(Year 5)

Learners are able to:

explore and analyse data sets, highlighting 

relationships within them.

Strand: Data & Computational Thinking

Element: Data & Information Literacy(Year 4)

Learners are able to:

begin to create data sets and extract 

information from them, e.g. gather and add 

information to a table

Teacher’s  Notes



ELEMENT
Data and information 
literacy

With increasing 
independence learners 
are able to:

explore and analyse data 
sets, highlighting 
relationships within 
them.

Data and computational thinking
Year 5

ACTIVITIES

Data Analysts - Children will be searching data and asking 
and answering questions. This could be used as part of a 
project to identify similarities or differences between 
organisms.

Data-sets can be created using Microsoft Access by 
following the user guides/videos in Data-Handling, Year 5 -
Computing Unlocked resources. Data can be used from any 
topic to create a database i.e. WWII, Arctic Kingdom or a 
Minibeast Hunt. Input data into a table and then create a 
query with the Query Wizard tool. This allows us to 
extract/view selected information only,  for example with 
information about Minibeasts we may only want to see the 
types of minibeasts and their habitats, or  with Arctic 
animals, their name, weight and life-span. By using this 
data-set children could identify the similarities or 
differences in habitats or animal behaviour. Most school 
topics lend themselves to be categorised within a database.


